
24th February 2021 
 

Amazed 
 

“Non equidem invideo, mirror magis.”  
“Indeed, I am not envious, rather I am amazed.” 

Virgil, Eclogues No 1 
 

So, I’ve had my first Covid-19 vaccination. No dramatic change in my 

circumstances. No trauma. Just a step towards a world where what we’ve 

been deprived of for so long becomes available to us again.  

A vaccination is the administration of a vaccine to help the immune 

system develop protection against disease. The first disease people tried 

to prevent by inoculation was smallpox, with a vaccine being invented by 

the English physician, Edward Jenner, in 1796, work which was further 

developed by the better-known microbiologist, Louis Pasteur. The 

immunisation was called “vaccination” because it was derived from a virus 

affecting cows – the Latin for cow being vacca. So, now you know!  

This is not the place to explore the cost/benefit debate on vaccines, 

or vaccine opposition, or how the Covid-19 vaccine roll-out is going. But I 

want to focus on two important words: reassurance and amazement.  

From the clarification offered by knowledgeable professionals, 

through quiet words of encouragement from volunteers who looked after 

me at my local hospital, to the dentist who administered my vaccine 

(“Make sure you put the needle in the right place,” I quipped!) I have felt 

reassured. I don’t know or understand enough. But I trust enough, and I 

get the reassurance I need. And when I hear the scientists’ explanations of 

vaccines (spike proteins, and the like) I’m just amazed at how clever people 

are. And when I know the skill and knowledgebase of people who have 

developed these things for my benefit, I am even more amazed.  

So today, I thank God for reassurance, for good people doing good 

things and offering me hope. And I thank God for ways I can be amazed, 

and for the people who amaze me, putting their brainpower at my 

disposal. And as I thank God today for people from Edward Jenner to the 

volunteer who welcomed me to my local hospital, I pray God will keep me 

reassured through them and amazed at what they continue to do.  
 

A prayer for today 

Lord, help me to be open to seeing your glory and your purpose, 

and the ways I can be amazed at your love seen around me. Amen 
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